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Process is intense and iterative, requiring 
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End of trace vs. polar
CheckAnalysis
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The following examples come from a 







6. Deliver data package
7. Change stuff
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After setup the infamous Extractions…
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Max Signal, noise 
Breakout time
End of trace time
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Verification Image: probe 26 (4×2 data)
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 26 (4×2 data)
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 26 (4×2 data)
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 26 (4×2 data)
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 1 (1×8 data) 
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 1 (1×8 data) 
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 1 (1×8 data) 
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Verification Image: probe 1 (1×8 data) 
Analysis results with key information highlighted
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Final velocities for H4320
Group plot that provides insight into the experiment
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Final integrated velocity for H4320
Group plot that provides insight into the experiment
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Example of Breakout vs. polar angle
Plot that provides insight into the experiment
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Example of end of trace vs. polar angle
Plot that provides insight into the experiment
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Increased productivity  
Increased turnaround
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The analysis is never complete the first 
time…or the second time…
Redo what!?
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In summary, MPDV analysis is complex 
but we have made it manageable...
Thanks to Marylesa Howard, Patrick Younk, Matt 
Briggs, and David Holtkamp
…inside the black box.
